United Nations Environmental Council
A platform for sustainability

Sustainable concept: Facade as a flower
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UNEC // Sustainability concepts
reducing energy (lighting)

WHAT / WHY / WHERE has to be stated.

Within a world were resources become scare and pollution becomes a daily topic, one global answer form to the world. A place from were the the discussion and development within sustainability will be facilitated.

The organisation of the United Nations is represented within five councils. The United Nations Environmental Council, as the new sixth council to the organisation, the UNEC will become the centralised Sustainability platform.

The organisation will embrace this central element of communication to the world. Within this concept the circle relation and public movement between the city (podium) and the waterfront (park).

Within the new input of the masterplan, by removing the extensive traffic around the plot and the forming of a new adjacent public park, the building will encounter a new physical...
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